
 

 

 

The Voina: reactivity – the desire for social change 
 

Since the Russian insurrection in the 19th century, the Russian Anarchists of the century were 

fighting for freedom from the tyranny of state repression, freedom for the people and 

individuality. Although short-lived, this is a constant current revolt in Russia, through the 

extreme, a mockery of state, whilst through an opposition of what the state oppresses and 

attempts to enforce.  

During this essay I am going to discuss current creative activists, with a comparison to 

historical revolutionaries, which I believe modern revolutionaries are heavily based around, 

reflecting their political stance with their means of positions, through organization, 

reflectivity, and productivity, and through the means of a long for social change.  

 

It’s September 7th 2008, and a certain performance activist group who go by the name 

“Voina” – the Russian word for War – are causing a huge controversy in the Russian 

Newspapers. A group of 20-something philosophy and art graduates, stage a hanging in 

Moscow’s largest supermarket “Auchan”, volunteered by five people; one Russian 

homosexual, another LGBT activist of Jewish background, one construction worker from 

Kyrgyzstan and two Uzbek illegal migrants. This was a “gift” for the Moscow major, Yury 

Luzhkov, who is infamous for his corruption, homophobia, and distaste, was targeted with 

this performance. 

They titled this performance “In Memory of the Decemberists - A Present to Yuri Luzhkov”, 

not only for Luzhkov but as a statement to the whole of the Russian capital; the volunteers 

who approached the Voina group - who were from two of the most vulnerable groups in 

Russian society - claiming that because of the humiliation, harassment, and endurance of 

violence from the city’s majority, that many of Russia’s queer and none-white minorities 

would rather be hung due to the extreme prejudice they receive and mal-living.  

The “memory” to the Russian Decemberists, which was an uprising, deemed as unsuccessful, 

which took place in December 1825, following the death of Alexander I, a liberal group from 

the many soldiers and army officers rebelled in an attempted protest to prevent the accession 

of Nicholas I, against the Tsar, and for liberal justice. The armies of rebels were soon after 

confronted, after arresting Pavel Pastel - one of those leading who rebelled - by the superior 

forces armed and with orders to execute them. 



At this time, The Southern Society, and a nationalistic group called the United Slavs planned 

a revolt after the occurrence. When learning of the location of some of the arrested men, they 

freed them by force and began converting soldiers to the cause. 1 

The rebels were defeated on January the 3rd by Nicholas It’s troops, many were imprisoned, 

some banished to Serbia, and the surviving five Decemberists were taken to the Winter Palace 

in St Petersburg to be interrogated, tried, and convicted, before they were to be executed by a 

hanging. However, something unusual happened when the execution commenced  – the ropes 

used to hang the five slipped and parted before they died freeing them – the sympathetic 

crowd watching were relieved, as due to Russian traditions if a condemned survived a 

hanging they would be set free. Despite this, new ropes were ordered and the Decemberists 

were hanged again. It caused such a stir and outrage in the crowds this became the last public 

execution in Russia. 2 

The Decemberists for some time become idols for their revolt, admired for their actions for 

reform, leaving definite positive traces in culture and morality, overcoming tyranny and 

hardship, and educated themselves, and an entire generation, through their aims of trying to 

implement a liberal political stance, therefore their revolt was considered the beginning of a 

revolutionary movement in Russia, between the government and a liberal philosophy. This all 

became a positive historical and influential force, activists and writers such as Leon Tolstoy’s 

novel “War and Peace” which was based on the revolt of the Decemberists.3 

It is perhaps then no surprise that the Voina group chose their name, “War”, after their 

inspiration of leading revolt member Pavel Pestel, and the Decemberists. The “Decemberists 

Commemoration” act, was also a statement to remember, or re-remember the hanging of the 

Decemberists, after the 19th century Russian revolutionaries were once considered heroes for 

their revolt, yet were no longer appreciated so widely in the country after the recent 

repression and government controls, and the concept of the commemoration to implement 

that such a revolt could reoccur. The Voina group state that Decemberists lost their lives 

demanding a Constitution of civil liberties and freedom – and the Voina’s demands and the 

demands of the treatment of Russia’s queer community and none-white immigrants amount to 

the same principles.4 Whilst at the same time, in a country where the traditional opposition to 

the government has been dulled by Russia’s public apathy and propaganda, these artists and 

activists take an approach of poking fun at the establishment with absurdity, such absurdity 

which is heavily repressed by the state – essentially an “up yours” of grand mockery in 
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response to repression. The need to shock in order to stir the country’s conformity, with 

performance, “guerrilla street art” and anarchism, to violate the rules, making their shock 

worthy performances public when the current Russian state represses to do so, and 

particularly since the Russian President Dmitry Medvedev had been elected. 

 

 
(“In Memory of the Decemberists - A Present to Yuri Luzhkov”) 

 

Other works by the group have included humorous titles such as "Fuck for the heir Puppy 

Bear!" which was prior to the presidential elections in Russia during March 2008, performing 

a public orgy in Moscow’s Biological museum underneath the banner carrying the slogan. By 

many of the public’s opinions the elections were heavily media controlled and through an 

authoritarian oppression, the Voina group demonstrate this with an inexperienced “Puppy 

Bear”; the decided vote demands no voice from the supposed amateur voter. The name 

"Puppy Bear" is derived from the etymology of Dmitry Medvedev’s surname meaning, "bear" 

in Russian. The Voina group unwittingly continue to use crude clever puns in the same act of 

all their works politically, such as, “Beg for mercy, cop!” “Wicked cop always blames his 

balls!” “Repent your sins, two-faced dirty dealin' cops!” which was an act of tipping over 

police cars in St Petersburg on the Biblical Judgment Day. Also; “How to snatch a chicken” 

(“The tale of how one Cunt fed the whole of the group Voina”), which contained cites from 

Leo Tolstoy, Daniil Kharms, the tale “The Chicken Ryaba” and an Oleg Kulik’s installation 

“Tolstoy and the Chickens”, that was published on the 24th of July 2008, the birthday of the 

Russian revolutionary and writer Nikolay Chernyshevsky, who was exiled and imprisoned 

because of his artworks. This was part of a greater project titled “Voina in the supermarket!” 

where the group came into the Russian supermarket “Nakhodka”, where they portrayed 



having sex with a frozen Chicken, symbolizing under the slogan “Without whoring!”5 

 

 

 

 

The Voina group, are particularly inspired by the Soviet dissident artist Dmitry Prigov, for his 

absurdity, ruthlessness and sincerity. This radical sincerity is something Emma Goldman 

clearly discusses in her essay The Modern Drama, stating, “And yet what other method is 

there to break through the hard shell of the minds and souls of people who have never known 

want, and who therefore assume that all is well in the world?”…. The truth is bitter”. 6 

 

(“Beg for mercy, cop!” “Wicked cop always blames his balls!” “Repent your sins, two-faced dirty dealin' cops!”) 

The Voina group uses their performances, words and actions to speak the truth however 

crudely or however shocking, expressing honesty ruthlessly in a state, which controls what 

truth is spoken. Emma Goldman writes, “Russia, with its terrible political pressure, has made 

people think and has awakened their social sympathies, because of the tremendous contrast 

which exists between the intellectual life of the people and despotic regime that is trying to 

crush that life.”7 Goldman also emphasizes a “rebellious awakening” as the longing for social 

change, examples she uses to express this creatively such as Turgeniev, Dostoyevsky, 
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Tolstoy, Andreiev, Gorki, Whitman, and Emerson; among these are referenced again and 

again within the Voina group and other Russian radicals.8  

The Voina, through their social commentary, which focuses on mocking the most oppressive 

and powerful features of the Russian federation, on their website they state that their 

existence is to encourage the “subversion and destruction of outdated repressive-patriarchal 

socio-political symbols and ideologies.” Goldman writes, “Lost existences these, blighted and 

crushed by cruel, unsocial environment”.9 The Voina group is a modern drama of radical 

thought and a “disseminator” of new values, perhaps in the same way the Decemberists were.   

 

 “The cultured people remained absolutely indifferent; to them that revolutionary tide was 

but the murmur of dissatisfied, discontented men, dangerous, illiterate trouble-makers, whose 

proper place was behind prison bars”.  – Emma Goldman10 

 

The Voina group inevitable occurred wrath of the state as activist “extremists”, after their 

performance “Palace Revolution”, the act of the turning of several police cars upside down, a 

protest against the malpractice and corruption of the Russian police force. They have 

subsequently been arrested and detained in prison awaiting the many trails of the case. The 

injustice of imprisonment through activism, some might say, again referring to Emma 

Goldman, in her essay “Prisons: A social crime and failure”, she asserts; 

“The ignorant mass looks upon the man who makes a violent protest against our social and 

economic iniquities as upon a wild beast, a cruel, heartless monster, whose joy it is to destroy 

life and bathe in blood; or at best, as upon an irresponsible lunatic. Yet nothing is further 

from the truth. As a matter of fact, those who have studied the character and personality of 

these men, or who have come in close contact with them, are agreed that it is their super-

sensitiveness to the wrong and injustice surrounding them which compels them to pay the toll 

of our social crimes…”11 

Regarding from this perspective, we can look at the social organizations that grow by 

bringing disparate groups together to “unionize”, perhaps this is a “shared criminality”, 

through a “performance”, a “revolt”, Emma Goldman would say “liberation from the shackles 

and restraint of government”12 – a true anarchist revolt.  
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Alexander Davidovič Brener, a Russian-Jewish performance artist, is perhaps an interesting 

take of a current activist performer in Russia – who also fits into two categories that receive 

high prejudices from the current state and society in which the Voina make a commentary – 

as a relevance to the Voina groups activities and subjects. Infamous for painting a green 

dollar sign on Kazmir Malevich’s painting Suprematisme whilst in Amsterdam, Brener 

surrendered himself to the museum security, but demanded in his police statement that his 

work be viewed as a protest against the “corruption and commercialism in the art world”13. 

Brener expressed that he intended the dollar sign to appear nailed to a cross, which the oil on 

the canvas of the painting depicts. Brener justifies in court, 

“The cross is a symbol of suffering, the dollar sign a symbol of trade and merchandise. On 

humanitarian grounds are the ideas of Jesus Christ of higher significance than those of the 

money. What I did was not against the painting. I view my act as a dialogue with 

Malevich.”14 

Nonetheless the court did not agree and jailed him for 10 months. During this time he wrote a 

text titled obosani pistolet, which summarizes his beliefs and actions.  

In A Letter of Support for Alexander Brener, which was written February 1997 at the time of 

the trial, the writers describe Brener’s history of controversial performance art activism more 

ineptly and sympathetically. One act that occurred at the Museum of Fine Art in Moscow for 

instance, where Brener defecated whilst in front of a Van Gough painting whilst repeating the 

mantra "Vincent, Vincent."  

He described this as “a dialogue with the beginnings of modernism” where "excrement in 

pants" had a double meaning, both of great pleasure caused by the work of art and the notion 

of excrement as a symbolic materialization of the monolithic ideology that Van Gogh was 

placed in as its founder.  

During a reading by artist Dimitry Prigow - notably I mentioned earlier is an influence on the 

Voina group for his poetic absurdity – Brener however, during the reading, jumped on stage 

shouting 'It's burning! It's burning!' while grabbing his backside, as a response that he took 

Prigow’s poetry as a cold analysis of feeling, causing Prigow to accuse him of being a Fascist. 

Interruption at public events is a running them in Brener’s work, as with the Voina’s. More 

controversially he publicly masturbated at a swimming pool built during socialism, on a site 

of a destroyed orthodox church. Brener was again arrested. Further, Brener damaged Gu 

Weda’s artwork in Stockholm the year after the attack on the Malevich painting; much of his 

acts became more aggressive towards property where he would destroy various components 
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of buildings. 

 

(Alexander Brener) 

Brener, disillusioned of any existing political system existing in Russia, and after the fail of 

socialism, it became for him an appropriate place to make an artistic statement of that 

disillusionment, and to play on it.  However dissimilarly to the Voina group, Brener sees his 

work more as a poetic “spiritual freedom” rather than the Voina’s concepts on political 

democracy and change using performance and art; he uses art and performance on a 

commentary of poetic freedom.  In The Letter of Support it states, 

“He doesn't believe in a political democracy, but he does believe in a democratic art--that is, 

an art of individuality fighting for mental and spiritual freedom and moral progress. Political 

democracy is impossible because it demands total responsibility of every member of the 

society. Therefore, art is a good tool, which should be used for democratic self-development. 

For Brener, the majority of Russian art is not democratic because it derives from a very 

narrow circle of Russian intelligentsia. There are some exceptions such as Tolstoy, 

Mayakovsky and Khlebnikov. He distinguishes avant-garde art from modernism by the 

difference in their impact. Avant-garde art has an ethical impact, which is completely 

different to the formal impact of modernism.”15 

Through his actions he is articulating his language through basic emotions, his acts that have 
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shocked such as vandalism as a poetic act of expression. Brener, using art as ‘tool’ to liberate 

self-development, unlike Voina group who uses not like a tool but to encompass their actions. 

However it is interesting that both take these tactics in Russia from the same angle, against 

the norm, against the repression, again the bourgeois, against the state – rebelling that 

generally comes from the frustration of a repressed society, in Voina’s case the government 

and more so Brener with politics of the Russian art world.  As noted in this paragraph above, 

it is clear that the Voina group, Emma Goldman, and Brener all take their sympathies from 

Tolstoy, who was once so stirred by the Decemberists to write War and Peace, the Tolstoyan 

attitude of condemning the state as an evil instrument of oppression  - and thus all sharing the 

longing and drive for social change.  

The Letter of Support finishes with, 

“Brener's action consciously and deliberately stuck a finger into a very deep and serious 

wound in contemporary European political history caused by proletarian revolution, 

Communism, Fascism, Nazism, the Cold War and the chaotic process of establishing a new 

world order under the leadership of global capitalism. As the matter of fact, contemporary 

art--modernism and avant-garde art--was the only value system that opposed the aggressive 

and narrow social and political divisions of the past as they fought for primacy and the 

globalization of their ideologies. Only contemporary art was creating a value system and 

language of integral individuality, first spread throughout European culture regardless of 

political and social borders.”16 

Continuing from this to the Cold War, the avant-garde practice being the autonomous 

language of Western democracies, and therefore a crucial ideology, to the end of the Cold 

War with unresolved issues and confusion. Though Brener is acting with these emotions like 

a poet, whilst the Voina group purposely act against what is happening, the intrusion so to 

shock for a statement on the society. However both use poetic expressions and ironic titles for 

their performances, knowing that this would dumbfound the Russian state, and the act for 

liberation.    

In Emma Goldman’s essay “Anarchism: What it Really Stands For”, she defines the 

definition clearly and sincerely, 

“Anarchism, then, really stands for the liberation of the human mind from the domination of 

religion; the liberation of the human body from the domination of property; liberation from 
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the shackles and restraint of government. Anarchism stands for a social order based on the 

free grouping of individuals for the purpose of producing real social wealth, an order that 

will guarantee to every human being free access to the earth and full enjoyment of the 

necessities of life, according to individual desires, tastes, and inclinations.” 

Goldman is asserting that the purpose of anarchism is to liberate humanity from the tyrannies 

such as the government shutting down a societies freedom, positing a situated politics which 

undifferentiated according to ones tastes and desires, like that of Brener and the Voina group, 

whether we look at this as anarchism using art as a tool or art using anarchism as tool.  

Anarchism in Russia developed after the failure of the Decemberists, a development that 

happened from the social revolutionaries, emerging during the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, like liberalism and socialism, sharing with the liberals and socialists the hostility 

towards the government and the capitalist system, though primarily a reactionary response to 

the rapid pace of the political economic changes brought by the industrial revolution. 

Anarchists targeted their attacks towards the state repression, the capitalist domination, and 

calling for a social revolution that would abolish all political and economic authority, 

therefore bringing a society that would operate on free individuality, and cooperation in a 

decentralized society. However in Russia anarchism developed and shaped from the 

repressive environment it was created in, during the turmoil of the Russian insurrection of 

1905 and civil war of 1917, the Russian anarchists attempted to carry out direct action, 

through workers' control of production, and a the creation of free rural and urban communes, 

and partisan warfare against the enemies of a free society. 17 

After the Tsar forced members of Russian society to reform the autocracy, to endure social 

and economic distress, driving many in a heated frenzy that would be deemed as “terrorism 

and violence” – the response to defeat and despair producing a sort of nihilism in Russia. 18 

After World War One and the collapse of the monarch, followed the breakdown of the 
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political and economic authority, and that applied them to sweeping away the rest of the state 

to give the land and buildings to the people. However as much for their victorious, much the 

way with the Decemberists, the Russian anarchists have been ignored for those who will look 

on a success with a triumph, instead of the important and influential role they played, their 

role short lived and fell through the as quickly from their represses as it that it molded them. 

Throughout the insurrection and the civil war, the Russian anarchists stood strong with their 

use of direct action to liberate, rebel, and bring equality, with no compromise of the 

repression from the government, privatization, and the Russian Orthodox Church, with their 

informal language of an ideology against the Soviet state. Despite these efforts, the force 

arose again and the movement was stamped out before it could grow much further, though the 

utopian vision of a stateless society had been given a new light. 19 

Alexander Berkman, one of the leading members of the anarchist movement at this time inn 

Russia, and also the life long partner of Emma Goldman, stated when his comrades were 

sentenced to imprisonment, “The future belongs to man and his liberty.” 

However both Alexander Berkman and Emma Goldman eventually made the decision to 

emigrate Russia despite all their efforts for the movement in the country, disheartened by the 

turn the revolution had taken, and the blood field and terror it had turned into after many were 

suppressed and killed. Alexander recorded in his diary,  

“One by one the embers of hope have died out. Terror and despotism have crushed the life 

born in October. The slogans of the Revolution are forsworn, its ideals stifled in the blood of 

the people. The breath of yesterday is dooming millions to death; the shadow of today hangs 

like a black pall over the country. Dictatorship is trampling the masses under foot. The 

Revolution is dead; its spirit cries in the wilderness. . . . I have decided to leave Russia."20 
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Many of the anarchists at this time learned much of the thinking from the libertarian socialist 

Alexander Herzen. Herzen refused to sacrifice individual freedom “whether advanced by 

parliamentary liberals or by authoritarian socialists”,21 and was notably outspoken on his 

views to end serfdom, which resulted in his arrest and he was sent to internal exile.   

Through Herzen’s reputation as a political writer he founded the Free Russian Press which he 

started whilst living in London after he had decided to leave Russia, from the later 18th 

century, publishing works of a large number of Russian works, against the system of 

government prevailing in Russia, becoming the first independent political publisher to come 

out of Russia. Two of the better-known review publications, The Polar Star and The Bell, 

became greatly influential and were illegally circulated in Russia for some time. This gave 

Herzen influential stance in Russia that pioneered a liberal perspective about the 

incompetence and corruption of the Tsar and the Russian Soviet state. Like the Decemberists, 

Herzen was enthused of the possibility of social change under Alexander II, and he began 

consistently fighting for social change through his journals, and refusing to trust any 

government - believing in individual choice, with minimal state repression. 22 

However the Russian Free Press continued without selling, until after the death of the 

emperor Nicholas and a new change commenced. At this time of the Decemberists revolt and 

during Nicholas' reign, Herzen placed the pictures of the five executed Decemberists on the 

cover of his journal Polar Star, in commiseration of them.23 

Herzen’s publications were finally taken into Russia when an opportunity arose to smuggle 

them in, the works quickly spread throughout the country and the influence grew to those who 

were in favour of a reform. Herzen’s optimism began to rise on the possibility of social 
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change particularly as Alexander II withdrew from the thrown. 24 

Herzen attempted to influence much in his publications, leaking in The Bell that the 

government were considering a serf emancipation, and that they were incompetent to resolve 

the issue. Herzen urged the Tsarist regime to move onwards towards reform in his writings, 

however despite the efforts serf emancipation had still not been achieved. When Serf 

emancipated (aka "The Peasant Reform of 1861”) was achieved Herzen changed The Bell's to 

'Liberty and Land', a publication campaign that tried to achieve further social change within 

serf rights. When Alexander II gave serfs freedom, the law-courts were finally remodeled, a 

trial by jury was established, and liberty was to a great extent conceded to the press. 

However, Herzen’s reputation began to decline after the Polish insurrection broke out, the 

liberal support for Tsarist revenge dropped Herzen, the readership declined, and Herzen was 

soon after forgotten. 25 

Herzen, however the initial wide popularity of his publications from both liberals and 

radicals, received criticisms from both angles, either that he was too “moderate” and “soft” 

for radicals, or too “violent” for the liberals - he liberals believed freedom could be achieved 

through a more rationality of social relations, whilst Herzen’s agenda was to promote a small-

scale communal living protecting of the individual’s liberty with no interventions from a 

governed state. Many radicals however, wanted a more commitment towards a violent 

revolution than Herzen’s, and to not put hope in a reform of the Tsar, instead wanting him to 

use his publications as a voice to implement a violent revolution. Herzen refused this, and 

wrote his response in The Bell, 

“We will not call for the axe as the ultima ratio so long as there remains one vestige of 

reasonable hope for a solution without the axe. The further I look into the western world, into 

the chain of events which brought Europe to us Russians, the more there arises in me a 
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disgust for all bloody revolutions.”26 

Through Herzen’s beliefs that the Russian peasants could become a revolutionary force that 

could become a revolutionary force, after overthrowing the nobility they could create a 

socialist society. His vision of the community living in small village communes, the land 

evenly and periodically redistributed among individual households, perhaps is a dreamy 

utopia, but a utopian vision from a means of organization through the production of the 

current culture, in the same way with the current Voina group work within the arts constitute 

and the current political cultural stance in Russia, the radical creativity is a means of freedom 

of expression in a repressed society. Alexander Brener uses his cultural and politically stance 

individually and creatively, all with the same longing, the means to truth, the longing for 

social change. As Emma Goldman stated, Russia with an immense political pressure, 

awakens the revolt of culture, through a contrast of the intellectualization of the people and 

the regime that represses it. To elaborate Goldman’s description on anarchism, “Anarchism 

stands for a social order based on the free grouping elaborate of individuals for the purpose 

of producing real social wealth”.27 

It is perhaps inevitable that anarchism would reappear in Russia, where the state plays such a 

ubiquitous role in modern and historical social and cultural living. The role that is created is 

that of what the state has played in usurping other forms of organization, which has led 

people growing up in a repressed controlled society, and those who visit this society will 

contemplate the mechanisms of the state. Therefore critical judgments of these social 

mechanisms can be formed into actions in somewhat extreme and radical in comparison, and 

the realization that the state should not be reformed.  
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